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77 Family time....
After Li Dayui left, Lu Lan felt an uneasiness and as the file, which fell on the ground
earlier by Li Dauyi, was the contract file for which Si Corporation and Mo
Corporation were going for the bit.
However, at that time, Mo Jinnan came into her cabin.
"Hello, Mrs Si, can this poor follow come inside?" Mo Jinnan knocked on the door
and opened it and stood near the door and wait there for Lu Lan's permission.
Lu Lan came back into her senses when she heard his voice and smiled "Sure".
Lu Lan was now getting used to his humorous behaviour, however, she knew that
when it came to work, he changed into a serious mood like Si Li and swiftly solved
most of the problems.
That was the reason, Mo Corporation was still able to survive even after betrayed by
the Fan Corporation.
Soon, Mo Jinnan turned into the serious mood and went through the proposal, which
Lu Lan had made.
After discussing some matters and decided some changes, Mo Jinnan agreed with Lu
Lan's proposal and now they only had to wait for the result.

-------Si Li's Penthouse
As Lu Lan had already submitted the proposal and now she took a day off to spend
some time with Si Li and Little Champ.
Even, she planned to organize a family dinner. Si Li was recovering well and after so
much stress, it was time to relax and have fun with the family.
Therefore, she invited Si and Wang Family even Mo Jinnan and Song Tianxin were
also invited.

Soon Little Champ birthday was going to come, so Lu Lan was going to plan a party
for him and she decided to take everyone's opinion during the dinner and plan a
surprise for Little Champ.
Initially, Lu Lan decided to cook the dinner by herself, but Si Li rejected that idea
because he didn't want her to hurt herself. Even Little Champ agreed with Si Li and
surprised Lu Lan.
However, Lu Lan heard from Little Champ's nanny that Si Li had come to Little
Champ's room and spent some time with him. Now it seemed that both father and son
reconciled their problem and both of them were together again.
Now, the cooking plan was rejected, so to spend time, Lu Lan decided to go for
shopping, even Si Li got bored only after spending a single day at home without doing
anything.
Now Lu Lan let him taste his own medicine. Last time, when Lu Lan got hospitalize,
Si Li made sure that she rest at the home for the whole month, now it was Lu Lan's
turned to take her revenge.
Although, it was easy for Si Li to bring his work at home after Lu Lan left for the
office. However, Lu Lan left her little soldier i.e Little Champ to keep an eye on him.
But Lu Lan was lenient on Si Li and decided to let him accompany mother-son pair for
shopping.
----Next day
Lu Lan went for her training and now a new student had joined, Si Yan.
Next month, Professor Chen was going to organize a completion for everyone and who
would win that completion, could ask for anything from Professor Chen.
That's why, Si Yan had to join Professor Chen's class so that he could help Lu Lan in
her practice and she could make sure to get hurt less.
After breakfast, the family of three went for shopping.
Because of the last attack, Si Li already made security arrangement without letting Lu
Lan and Little Champ know. He didn't want to ruin their enjoyment with the
bodyguards around them. Therefore, his team was already present there, in civilian

dresses.
When they reached at the store, the store manager personally came to attend them.
This time Lu Lan brought all the things which she found cute for the Little Champ and
some good bright colour suits for Si Li, as his wardrobe had only dark colour suits.
When Lu Lan was buying the things for Si Li and Little Champ, father-son pair
already brought things for Lu Lan. In fact, they already purchased half of the latest
collection from the store for Lu Lan.
When Lu Lan reached at the cash counter, she was shocked to see that father-son pair
already waiting for her, with the huge bags beside them and all the items in it were for
her.
Lu Lan really didn't understand them, sometimes both father-son pair fought like they
were enemy and wanted to vanish the other party at that moment for their lover and
sometimes they behaved like they were best friends and helped each other so that their
lover would be happy.
Surprisingly, their lover was a one person i.e Lu Lan.
Lu Lan felt warmth in her heart and thought that might be, she had saved the world in
her previous life that's why she got the two precious persons in this life.

